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Almanas, Kathryn Parker - Art


Anechiarico, Frank - Government


______. “The Ethical Pothole, Tolerable Corruption?” *The Public Manager.* 38, no. 3 (Fall 2009).


Bailey, David – Geosciences


Bailey, Mark – Computer Science


Barry, Joyce – Women’s Studies


Bart, Kenneth – Microscopy and Imaging Facility

Bartle, John – German and Russian Languages and Literature


Beck, Charlotte - Archaeology


Borton, Jennifer – Psychology


Boutin, Debra – Mathematics


Burke, Jessica – Hispanic Studies

Burke, Jessica. “Consuming the Other: Cannibals and Vampires in Carmen Boullosa’s Fiction.” *Romance Notes*. Forthcoming.


Cafruny, Alan - Government


Cannavo, Peter - Government


_____. “To the Thousandth Generation: Timelessness, Jeffersonian Republicanism, and Environmentalism.” *Environmental Politics*. Forthcoming.

Carpan, Carolyn - Library


Carter, Donald Martin – Africana Studies


Carter, Rand - Art


Chambliss, Daniel - Sociology


Chang, Wei-Jen - Biology


Chung, Haeng-ja - Anthropology


Connolly, Natalia – Physics


Cotten, Myriam – Chemistry


**Cryer, Mark – Theater**


**Doran, Katheryn – Philosophy**


**Dykstra, Andrew – Mathematics**


**Elgren, Timothy – Chemistry**


**Ellingson, Stephen – Sociology**


**Ericson, Randall – Library**

Ericson, Randall. Editor. *American Communal Societies Quarterly*.

**Fox Tree, Erich – Religious Studies**


**Franklin, A. Todd. – Philosophy**


**Garrett, Janetta – Biology**


Georges, Christophe - Economics


Gold, Barbara – Classics


_____.

Georges, Christophre - Economics


Gold, Barbara – Classics


Goodale, Nathan – Anthropology


Grant, Kevin - History


_____.

Grant, Kevin - History


_____.

Grant, Kevin - History


_____.
“Review of At Home with the Empire: Metropolitan Culture and the Imperial World.” Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History. 10, no. 2 (Fall 2009).

Guttman, Naomi – English

Guttman, Naomi and Roberta L. Krueger. “Utica Greens: Central New York’s Italian-American Specialty” Gastronomica, 9, no. 3 (Summer 2009).

Haley, Shelley – Africana Studies and Classics


Hall, Tina – English

Hall, Tina May. All the Day's Sad Stories. Pittsburgh, PA: Caketrain Press, 2009


_____., “For Dear Pearl, Who Drowned.” Water-Stone Review. 12 (Fall 2009).

_____., “In Your Endeavors, You May Feel My Ghostly Presence (Instructions for Contacting the Dead).” Descant. Fall 2009.


_____., “This Is a Love Story, Too.” Fairy Tale Review. Forthcoming.

Heekin, Elaine – Dance


Herold, Kenneth – Library


Hirshfield, Stuart – Computer Science


Hwangpo, Mihyang – Hispanic Studies


_____., “La destrucción y la creación en Los siameses y Flores de papel.” Romance Quarterly. Forthcoming.

Irons, Jennifer – Sociology


Isserman, Maurice – History

_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.


Janack, Marianne – Philosophy


_____.


_____.


Jensen, Elizabeth – Economics


Jones, Camille – Chemistry


Jones, Derek – Economics


_____.


_____.


_____.


Jones, George – Archaeology


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature


Kantrowitz, Robert – Mathematics


Keller, Shoshana – History


Klinkner, Philip – Government


Kodat, Catherine – English


Kolb, G. Roberts – Music


_____ Recital with Lauralyn Kolb. Utica College concert series, Utica, NY, October 14, 2009.


Krueger, Roberta L. – French

Guttman, Naomi and Roberta L. Krueger. “Utica Greens: Central New York’s Italian-American Specialty” Gastronomica, 9, no. 3 (Summer 2009).

Lacsamana, Anne E. – Women’s Studies


LaDousa, Chaise – Anthropology


Lakshmi, Aishwarya – English


Larson, Doran – English

Cotto, Maxwell (Doran Larson). “Creative Writing in the Culture of the American Prison.” Salmagundi. 162/163 (Spring/Summer 2009).


_____ “The People v. The People.” the minnesota review. n.s. 71/72 (Winter/Spring 2009).

_____ “Toward a Prison Poetics.” College Literature. Forthcoming.


_____ “Warsaw, Baghdad.” Anthology of Syracuse YMCA Visiting Writers. (Spring 2009).

_____ “What You Don’t Know” Short Story. Forthcoming.

Latrell, Craig – Theater

Lehman, Herman – Biology


Lytle, Amy – Physics


MacDonald, Peter – Library


MacDonald, Scott – Comparative Literature

____. “From Underground to Multiplex: An Interview with Todd Haynes.” Film Quarterly. 62, no. 3 (Spring 2009): 54-64.
____. “Indonesia in Motion: An Interview with Leonard Retel Helmrich.” Film Quarterly. 63, no 3 (Spring 2010): 35-41.
____. “Interview with Claude Nuridsany and Marie Pérennou.” Natural History. 118, no. 8 (October 2009): 24-29.


Major, Seth – Physics


Marcus, Russell – Philosophy


Martin, Robert – Government


McEnroe, John – Art History


McKee, Tara – Psychology


Miller, SueAnn – Biology


_____. “Integrative Anatomy Courses Serve Undergraduate and Preclinical Anatomy Curricula.” Anatomical Sciences Education. Forthcoming.

_____. “Substitutions to Dissection Not Adequate.” Utica Observer–Dispatch. 26 April 2009, 12A.


Muirhead, Robert – Art


Murtaugh, Rebecca – Art


_____. To Mark a Significant Space in the Living Room. University of West Florida Gallery, Pensacola, FL


Ngo, Hoa – English


_____. “Next to My Heart I Keep a Digitally Altered Photo of You.” Thin Air. 16 (April 2010).


Nieves, Angel David – Africana Studies

Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literature


O’Neal, John – French


O’Neill, Patricia – English


Oerlemans, Onno – English


Orvis, Stephen - Government


Owen, Ann – Economics


Paquette, Robert – History


Pellman, Samuel – Music


_____. The Creation. Available at http://ScholaOnHudson.org/encore.


_____. NGC 6357 (with video by Miranda Raimondi ’08). Forthcoming.

Pfitsch, William – Biology


Phelan, Catherine Waite - Communications


Rabinowitz, Nancy – Comparative Literature


Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature


Ravven, Heidi – Religious Studies


Raybeck, Douglas – Anthropology


Rayne, Todd – Geosciences


Reynolds, Patrick – Biology


Rivera, David – Government


Rivera, Sharon – Government


Rodriguez-Plate, Edna – Hispanic Studies


Rodriguez-Plate, S Brent – Religious Studies

_____. “Review of Watch This! The Ethics and Aesthetics of Black Televangelism.” Choice Reviews. 47, no. 3 (November 2009).

Rosolowski, Tacey A. – Art History

Rosolowski, Tacey A. “Cannibals.” Alimentum. 8 (Summer 2009): 78-82.

Sciacca, Franklin – German and Russian Languages and Literature

Sciacca, Franklin. “Sacrificing the Maiden(s) Head: Decoding Nabokov’s Burlesque of Sex and Violence in Invitation to a Beheading.” Nabokov Online Journal. 4 (Spring 2010). Forthcoming.

Seager, Richard – Religious Studies


Silversmith, Ann – Physics


Simon, Robert – Philosophy


Snyder-Lee, Nicole – Chemistry


Spevack, Aaron – Religious Studies

_____ “Apples and Oranges: The Logic of the Early and Later Arabic Logicians.” The Journal of Islamic Law and Society. Forthcoming
Terrell, Katherine - English


Thickstun, Margaret – English


Toegel, Edith – German and Russian Languages and Literature


Urciuoli, Bonnie – Anthropology

Urciuoli, Bonnie. “(Discussion article on racializing discourse).” *Journal of Linguistic Anthropology*. Forthcoming.


Van Wynsberghe, Adam – Chemistry


Vasantkumar, Christopher – Asian Studies and Anthropology


Vaughan, Jonathan – Psychology


Videras, Julio – Economics


Walczyk, Bruce – Dance

_____ From the Flower Comes the Fruit: Martial Culture of the Philippines & Malaysia. Hollins University. March 2009.

Westmaas, Nigel – Africana Studies


Williams, Ernest – Biology


Williams, Jay – Religious Studies

_____ “Review of What is Hinduism.”” The Quest. Fall 2009.


**Wilson, Thomas – History**


____. "Kongzi jisi yu ruijiade yishi sixiang (Sacrifices to Confucius and Confucian ritual thought)." *Xifang Zhongguo yanjiu luncong (Collection of Western Scholarship on Chinese History)*. Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2010.


**Wu, Stephen – Economics**


**Yao, Steven – English**


Gillies, Mary Ann, Helen Sword, and Steven Yao, Editors. *Pacific Rim Modernisms*. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009

**Yu, Danyang – Biology**


**Zylan, Yvonne – Sociology**
